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A B S T R A C T 

                                                                            Vedanta,                                
                                                                                                                       
                                                                                                           u, the classical 
Dravidian language of India. For the purpose of this study, numerous Telugu texts of Yoga and Vedanta were identified 
and collected. The period of the texts ranged from 11th Century to 19th Century. A thorough study of these texts was 
attempted.                                                                                                                
Metaphorical references were also identified. It is interesting to note that while some of the standard symbols (for 
example: snake) have be                                                                                             
                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                            
throw fresh light on understanding this subtle subject of               
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RUNNING HEAD: CONCEPT OF KUNDALINI YOGA IN 

TELUGU LITERATURE 

                                                           

                                                         

                                                       

studied and researched.  Several diligen               

                                                         

                                                        

                                                      

guarded secret until recently. Often this knowledge is 

shrouded in mystery                                  

                                                          

                                                   

                                                      

                                                         

references which are enmeshed in metaphorical terms    

                                                        

                                                   

languages will add on to the existing knowledge on this 
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mystical subject. This paper is an attempt in that 

direction. 

                                                            

                                                        

literary. People used to write and be creative in the 

mother language, Sanskrit. This trend was found even 

among the Telugus. Gradually some patriotic Telugu 

Kings realized the importance of propagating their 

mother tongue, Telugu.  Firstly, the Telugu kings started 

patronizing Telugu translation of the Classical Sanskrit 

works.  It can be noticed that in these translations not 

always the original thought of the Sanskrit texts were 

presented per se, but several new creative ideas were 

introduced relevant to their times. So, many of the 

Telugu poets did not make a true translation of the 

Sanskrit works. They imbibed the spirit of the original 

text and depending on the circumstance and necessity, 

they enlarged certain portions, condensed some and a 

few were even deleted. They had adopted a free style of 

translation being creative and probably incorporating 

their own ideas reflecting their personal experiences or 

social influences on them. Later, the Telugu people 
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gradually adopted Telugu as the medium of literacy. 

Sever                                                     

                                                           

discussed in Telugu literature is presented here, 

highlighting the unique contributions and innovative 

expressions of various writers.   

          

                                                            

signifies "to burn".                                       

                                                               

burning.  But there is a further explanation of the word 

                                                         

                                                        

                                                        

                                                

                                                            

                                                       

                                                             

                                                     

                                                   

                                                        

                                                     

                                                   

Emeneau, 1984).   

                                                     

                                                          

co                                                     

                                                           

                                                          

                                                            

                                                              

cavity in which the brain, resembling a coiled and 

                                              R      

Maharshi mentioned that Kundalini is the natural energy 

of the Self, where Self is the universal consciousness 

(Para                                            

                                                       

                                                 

                                                      

the common people because of the fact that awakening 

th                                                           

numerous benefits (Sri Krishna, 1996).  

                                                              

                                                       

                                             the spiritual energy 

is in a dormant state, coiled three and a half times like a 

                                          ū ā  ā         

This sleeping power has to be roused slowly and 

                                                        ā   

situated one above the other in the spinal column (Yoga, 

2009). According to Monier-Williams (1999) Sanskrit 

English Dictionary, cakra means a wheel or circle. The 

New Encyclopedia Britannica (1993: 58) defines the 

    ā    : "        ā                                   

                                                     

                                                  

                                                       

                                                 Ancient sages 

studied the human body thoroughly and revealed that life 

           āň  ś                                        

nerve system, whose central access is the spiral column.  

                                                       

dormant resting s             ū ā  ā                   

it higher up through various yogic techniques, till it 

                                        ā          

pericarp of the head and merges with the Universal 

Consciousness (Eliade, 1970; Avalon, 1975). This is mukti 

or                    ō                                   

described in detail in various esoteric works. Its practical 

aspect is alive till today, being handed over from 

generation to generation, from preceptor to disciple, in a 

hidden lineage spread throughout India underneath the 

bubbling superficial social and public life of the country. 

                                                      

                                                     

different levels of human development.  In their attempts 

to attai                                                    

                                                             

                                                     

                                                         

liberation. 

                       ERATURE 

Telugu is one of the Classical Dravidian languages 

(Krishnamurthi, 2003: 78-79)                        

                                                   

literature abundantly, starting from the first poet 

Nannayya (11th Century) to a recent poet Vi         

                                                 -

                                                     

                                                         

                                                  

                                                            

                                                             

                                                            

                                                           

2006: 361-362).  Each and every occasion of the Telugu 
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Songs/hymns/verses sung or chanted during the 

upanayana (initiation of the young student), marriage 

ceremony, household chores, festivals, etc., are 

interspersed with K                                      

each occasi                                             

                                     -             

                                                             

to in these literary works either symbolically or by way 

of direct references. 

     ā                                                   

                                                              

                                              Ś     

during 9th and 10th Centuries (Dwivedee, 1950).     

                                                      

                                                             

                                                          

                                                             

 ō                                                  

present work aims to identify and bring                  

                                                      

                                                          

enormous Telugu literature starting from the first 

available literary work of 11th century poet Nannaya, to 

the 19th Century devotional poet Tyagaraja.   

For the purpose of this study, numerous Telugu texts of 

Yoga and Vedanta were identified and collected. The 

period of the texts ranged from 11th Century to 19th 

Century.  A thorough study of these texts was attempted. 

The direct                                                 

         ā                                        

Metaphorical references were also identified to the 

extent possible by the authors, who are themselv   

                              Two eminent scholars 

profic                                                

                                                        

                                                  -           

                                                        

                                                         

meaningful.   

Nannayya (11th Century):                         

                                                           

                                                      

                       ā                                   

of                                            

                         – -                           

                                                           

                                                         

                                                          

                                                            

                                                      

                                                             

                                                           

few mention about its desc                            

                                                           

symbolical fashion is worth noting.   

Palkuriki Somanadha and Nannechoda (12th 

Century): Palkuriki Somanadha also brings forth in one 

of the most popular works of Telugu         

                  R                                     

                                                      

                                                  

             -                    Ś                      

the mother and its physio-psycho transformation from 

 ū ā  ā            ā    

                                                   

              -  :  -                                    

                                                    

                                                       

m                                                      

                                                            

He also highlights the importance of sabdha parabrahma 

                                             ā            

                             ā                        

                                                 

(Nannechoda, 1949). Another interesting feature of 

                                                     

                               ō            āňā ā    

     ā ā       ā      ā  ň                           

                                                -        

                                                            

 ū  ā                                         J           

        ā                                               

with other texts.  

                                             

                                                         

                                                         

pilgrimage by several yogis to the famous shrine at 

Ś ī                                                        

                                                           

                                                                  

                                 ā    ā             

                     Ś ī                                   

Consciousness. 

Tikkana and Yerrapragada (13th Century):         
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     -                                                     

 ō                                        ā    ā;          

union of the senses, mind, intellect and soul by method 

of fire-worship, cleanliness, truthfulness and others (Sri 

Krishna, 2006: 361-362.).                     

                                                         

                                               - -     

                                                          

                     āňā ā                             

    ā                                                

process of meditatio                                      

                                                         

                                      

Ganapatidemudu (14th Century): In one of the 

                          ō    Ś    ō                

Ganapatidemudu is probably                      

                                                             

          ō ā      -15                       

                                                     

                                                           

works. Ganapatidemudu                           

                                                        

the brain can be retained within.  Thus the amruta or 

                                        ā      ē   ō   

but is accessible to the ordinary mortal by practicing 

             yoga (Sri Krishna, 2006: 361-362). 

Srinadha and Gowranna (15th Century):          

                                                            

                                                   

                                                   

                                                            

                                                        

                                                             

                                                  

                                                       

                                                        

                                                              

                                                          

           āňā ā                                     

 ō                                                 

                                                  

                                                 

                                                       

                                                           

which should be brought down to me                

                                                         

                                                   

                                                 

                                                             

                                                                  

                                                          

opening in the human body) usually mentioned.  He 

                            ō                        ī   

Potana and Annamayya (15th Century): Potana in his 

famous ep                                              

                                                            

                                                          

                                                                

                                                                  

                                                       

                                                         

                                                          

                                                          

hand, Annamay                                         

                                                      

                                                               

discussed the methods of awakening like meditation, 

  āňā ā        ā                                      

                                                       

                                                   

                                                           

      ā                                             ň    

cult.   

Galapati Lakshmayya (16th Century):               

                                                    

                                                               

                                                              

                                                               

muktik                                                          

                                                 

                                                            

                                                      

                                                

                                                      

                                                        

                          -  -                         

                                     ;                    

            ;                  re of knowledge etc.  

Sri Krishna Devaraya and Pingala Suranna (16th 

Century):                                                 

                                                       

                                 R                        

uncommon comparison of                                  
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ś   āś                                       ā    ā 

                   ī           ī     āňā ā              

not mentioned elsewhere in any other popular texts.  By 

        āňā ā         āň        ā                      

should be made to unite and brought under            

                                            

                                                        

                                                    

                                                                 

                                   poems at a stretch just 

like in a standard yoga treatise                          

                                                   

                                                       

                                          

elements).According to him the earth element exists 

between foot and knees with the presiding deity, 

Brahma. From there to anus the element water exists 

                     ň                                      

element with Rudra as the deity. Above heart to the 

eyebrow centre the element                             

                                                  

                                                 

                      āś                              

interpretation given by Suranna.  

Vemana (17th Century):                                 

                                                            

 ō                                              

                               ā    ā               

     ;                                ň              Ś     

                     ā                                 

                                                               

                                                         

                                                       

                                                         

all                                                        

                                                      

                                                  ā     

several of his poems (Subhramanya, 1994). 

Potuluri Veerabhrahmendra (17th Century): Another 

Y                                                      

                                                        

                                                        

                                                        

            :                                                          

                                                                  

                                                 -           

                                                          

                                                           

fe                                  ;                            

 ū ā  ā        ;                                 ō        

                                  ō                       

It is interesting to see that Virabrahmendra uses his 

professional (a blacksmith)                          

                                                            

human body also there are leather bellows (blacksmiths 

generally use these leather air bellows to push out the air 

for heating the furnace), which are compared to two 

nostrils through which inhalation, and exhalation occurs. 

Above these nostrils there is unmani. In between these 

two nostrils and above the eyes there is one place filled 

with darkness. With the help of these two nostrils (by 

             āňā ā         ā    ā                   

                                                     

                                                      

                                                            

                                                               

                       ī            ā                    

guidance of the guru (Dasu, 1895). 

                                                  

                                                        

                                                       

                                                       

                                                    

                                                             

                                                          

                                                             

 ā      ō      ō      ō                ā        

Paramananda Yati and Sanari Viswanadha (18th 

Century):                              ō    

                                                     

interesting to note that Paramananda Yati gives several 

details of           ī                                        

                                                              

            ā                                            

lotuses, sacred (seed) letters, and the presiding deities.  

Unlike other poets Paramananda                      

                                                          

                                                          

                                                       ā   

cakra).  

The sikha is located at sikha (a place below the 

mas                                                      

                                                              

lower back of the head. The poet also describes about 

                                             ā   
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thousand petals, three petals and one petal respectively. 

                                      ō      ň            

          ā  ō      ň                             

          ň    ň               color-                

                                                    

                                                      

                               -                     

                                                            

                                                        

                                                         

suni                                                        

in order to attain higher states of consciousness.  It is to 

be noted that the last three modifications of the mind 

that are mentioned in this text are unique and not 

                             ō    exts.  

                                                  

                                                          

                                                              

                                                      

                             r mentions about higher 

states of consciousness                               

                                                     

                                                    

                                                    

                                                       

                                                  

                                                           

to be noted that Sanari Viswanadha states that the 

  ň  ū                                                 

traditionally stated, ten. 

Dudhekula Siddayya (17th Century):                  

                                                 

                                                        

                                                             

are symbolically depicted by him in such a manner that 

the grand philosophical truths are accessible to the 

common rural folk.                                   

                                                           

in a mysterious way.                            

                                                        

                                                           

                                                 

         ā ē                                              

the flute t                                              

                                                             

raises up when it is beaten on its tail (Vidyaranya, 1999).   

Parasurama Panthulu Lingamurti (18th Century): An 

                       ō                           

                                                       

                                                       

                                                          

          ō      -87) the poet gives detailed description 

      ā           ā    ō                              

                                                    

                                                         

            ū                                   ō  ā    

    ō                                                 

  ā ā ā                                                  

                                                           

   ā     ā  ň                                     

(Subhrahmanyam, 1992). 

The poet narrated various rules and regulations that are 

                  ō    ā    ā      diet regulation of 

 ā    ā                  ty of having the proper abode 

for                                              

                                                           

                                                           

It is interesting to n                                    

                                                         

                                                      

                                                      

literature but these are very different.  

The poet Lingamurrti, while describing the ten types of 

  āň     ā                                            th 

  āň     ā       ī    ā                              

                                                              

of space) including the rise of sun and moon repres       

                                                    

                                                           

                                                             

                    ū ā  ā                               

between two inches above                               

                                                        

                                                      

                                    "      "    

                             "  "                   

                               "  "                       

                                                      

                                                       

                                                             

                                                         

     "  "                                       R      "  " 
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              ā īś       ī       Rā      

Narayana Yatindrulu and Tyagaraja (19th Century): 

                                                      

                                             

shanmukhi                                               

                                                  

                                                  

                       an                         

                                                             

                                                         

                            ā      ā                    

                                                           

                                                         

                              R                            

                                                  

                                                              

                                                

                                                        

                                                  

                                  : 108) the great 

composer of de                                        

                                                

                                                  

       ā       ā      ī                         ā    ā 

                    ā                            

 ū ā  ā                                   

CONCLUSION 

                                                      

                                                         

                                                      

                                                             

                                                             

                                                     

                                                  

presented in a most sophisticated and scholarly manner 

metaphorically by the authors of Yo               

                                                        

                                                       

                                                   

innovatively presented bringing out both the practical as 

well as the conceptual                                    

                                                   

                                                

systematic study of the Telugu Literature on Yoga and 

Vedanta spanning over eight decades.    

It is interesting to note tha                            

                                                   

                                                         

                                                        

                                                        

contributions of Telugu authors of Yoga and Vedanta 

texts, like that of Nannechoda who put forth the sadanja 

marga or the six-fold path of yoga contrasted to the 

famous eightfold path of Patanjali. Japa as one of the 

 ā                                  Coming to Ku           

                                                        

                                                  

                                                        

kinds of lotuses.  Paramananda Yati described three 

                                                    

                                                           

                                                 

                                                     

Yamuna. Srinadha explained about five different types of 

  āňā ā                                              
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